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BIO-REGENPONCHO®

The certified bio rain poncho is made out of genetically-free corn
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starch, and is therefore 100% biodegradable & compostable.
Rain poncho and printing colours according to the European
Standard EN 13432, with the OK Compost quality seal. Within a few weeks (8-12) 100% biodegradable (CO2 neutral) by
decomposing into naturally occurring, renewable and non-toxic
products.

milky white
1,000 pcs.
Corn-starch (mater-bi®)
0,025 mm
115 x 110 cm or 127 x 102 cm (W x H)
one size fits all adults
Weight:
85g
Packing unit:
16 x 11 x 1 cm
Ground colour:
milky white
(ground material should not be dyed;
leads to loss of product attribute)
Printing colours:
up to 8 colours
Printing method: flexo print
Print positions:
front and/or back
Printing size:
standard max. 30 x 30 cm (possible
up to 90 x 90 cm for additional costs)
Printing data:
given by customer
Initial printing costs: included in price
Packing unit:
1pc. in a sealed bag made from
corn-starch / 100pcs. / carton
Carton meas.:
55 x 33 x 11 cm
Weight:
N.W.: 8 kg / G.W.: 9 kg
Delivery time:
4-5 weeks air freight
10-11 weeks, sea freight
Info:
quality seal “OK Compost” can be used
free of charge for promotional purposes
Minimum quantity:
Material:
Thickness:
Size:

Optional:
- kids size or other individual sizes
- material thickness: 0,025 - 0,1 mm
- gravure print
- hood-cords made from mater-bi® or cotton
- sleeves can be added (with or without elastic band)
- print on sealed pouch (max. 8 colours), recyclable
paper inlay (4 colours offset print)

For the love of nature A piece of nature!
THE BIO RAIN PONCHO
MADE FROM CORN STARCH

100% biodegradable & compostable

Made from genetically-free corn starch. Rain poncho
and printing ink according to the European Standard EN
13432, with the OK Compost quality seal.
Within a few weeks (8-12) 100% biodegradable (CO2 neutral) by decomposing into naturally occurring, renewable
and non-toxic products.

Rain poncho with hood
One size fits all adults
Size: 115 x 110 cm (W x H)
Thickness: 0,025 mm
Breathable & light
Tear resistant & reusable

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
BIO-REGENPONCHO®
The BIO rain poncho made from corn starch not only protects reliably against rain, but is also a sustainable, environmentally friendly and breathable material alternative to the
usual PE disposable rain poncho, which is made from conventional plastic, based on the fosil raw material petroleum.
The certified organic rain poncho, on the other hand, is
made out of the also certified corn starch - „MATER-BI“.
The corn starch is obtained from the renewable and nongenetically engineered raw material corn, which is grown in
Europa under strict regulations.
MATER-BI is a granulate obtained from the Italian company
Novamont, the pioneer in the field of bioplastics with over
800 sponsors and various awards.

The BIO rain poncho is fully biodegradable and compostable under composting conditions, within 8-12 weeks. The
process is carried out with the help of micro-organisms, so
that only water and compost remain. Even a degradability
of MATER-BI made products in the sea has been tested
and confirmed. The degradation time here is 34-38 weeks.
Whether composting or burning - the BIO rain poncho biodegrades CO2 neutrally.
The 100% biodegradability and composability of the BIO
rain poncho, as well as the used print colours, is confirmed
by the seal of approval „OK Compost“, issued by the world-renowned institute Vinçotte in Belgium. The test method
of the quality seal is based on the European standard DIN
EN 13432. The printing of the quality seal on the poncho,
the packaging or the paper inlay is allowed to be used at
your disposal.
Like the classic PE rain poncho, the BIO rain poncho is light,
durable and can be used several times. Compared to the PE
poncho, however, it is breathable / water vapour permeable.
Which means that you won’t work up a sweat in the BIO
rain poncho!

- breathable
- naturally renewable material
- 100% biologically
compostable
and degradable

The BIO rain poncho can be stored in a dry and cool place
for up to 2 years.
For printing, flexo- and/or gravure printing, also certified water-based inks are used, so that an overall ecological product can be offered.
By default, the BIO rain poncho is packaged in a sealed shut
bag of the same material. The bag can also be printed or
complemented with an insert of recycled paper, which can
be sealed in this bag.

